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-LOCATED A T -

Westerville, Ohio.
WENTY minutes' ride from Columbus, the capital of the State,' by the C., A. & C. railway,
five trains each way daily. The last, or forty-eighth, year, was, in every way, the most
successful
in its history, with unusually bright prospects for the future. Both sexes
'
admitted to the same advantages. Fine literary societies, athletic and Christian associations,
ninety to ninety-five per cent. of the students Christians. N ew association and gymnasium
building, the first of its kind in the State.

Westerville, the site of the University, by means of the Columbus Central Electric Railway,
becomes suburban to the city, and having its ad vantages, but not its disadvanta ges, is one of the
most beautiful, healthful, intelligent, and m oral towns in the state, and is constantly improvin g.
There are no saloons or other low places of resort. The University is standard in its courses of
study and faculty. Instruction thorough ; moral and Christian atmosphere unsurpassed. It
offers the following courses :
UNDERGRADUATE :

Classical,
Philosophical,
Literary,
Normal,
Music,
Fine Art.

GRADUATE :

Philosophy,
Pedagogics,
Political and Social Science,
Indo-Iranian Lang uages and Comparative PhHulog),
Latin Language and Literature,
Greek Language a nd Literature,
English Lauguage and Literature,
Mathematics.

Expenses as low as ca n be found anywhere for t he same a dva nta ges a nd accommod ations. St udents admitted
at a ny time. Terms begin September 4, 1 895, January 8, and March 31, 1896.
For catalogues a nd other information, address the President,

THOMAS J. SANDERS, Ph. D.,
WESTERVL LE, OHIO.

I
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G. H. MAYHUGH, M. D.,

IN

}'\Qrldey Block.

OFFICE OVER KEEFER'S DRUG STORE,
WESTERVILLE, 0.
Residence-North State Street.

]. W. MERCHANT,

S. VV. DUBOIS,

LOANS ,

Real Estate and Fire Insurance.
NOTARY PUBLIC .
Office in Weyant Block,

F. M. VAN

WESTERV ILLE, 0.

BusKIRK,

First-Class W orkmen and P rdmpt
A ttention to 'Business.

HOMCEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
-

WESTERVILLE, O. •

WESTERVILLE, OHIO

·J. W. YoUNG,M.D.,

D. D. S.,

Corner Sta te a nd Main Street s,
OFF ICE UPSTAIRS.

CITY BARBE,R .

OFFICE HOURS.
till 9 a.m. 1 till 3 p.m.
7 till 9 p.m.

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

COR. STATE AND PARK

srs.

DON'T YOU FO.RGET
that the new State Street Bakery and Ice Cream
Parlor is here to stay. Fresh Bread, Pies, Cakes
and Confectionery always on hand.

DR. I. N. SMITH,
WESTERVILLE,
Room No. 2 over Moses Store.

OHIO.

DID

~
~

YOU
KNOWt

that the best turn- out in town can be
had from VAN AUKEN'S City Li very.

Prices Minimum.
Service the Best.

A trial will make you a permanent patron.
OPPOSITE PUBLIC OPINION BLOCK.

Sporting Goods and Bicycles.
Largest and Best Stock in the City. Lowest Prices.
Victor Athletic Goods Lead All Others. Give Them a Trial.

]. C. SHERWOOD,
447 North High St., on Viaduct,

COLUMBUS, 0

The Ice Cream , Parlor
is ready for use. The student trade is especially
solicited. Give us a trial.

SCHENCK & ARMOLD,
Carter Building,

North State Street.

· I BEucher.
ngravtng
Co.,

I,

•
'

T7

74Y. N . Htgh,

coLuMBus. oHio.

INE ENGRAVING,
HALF-TONE WORK and
PHOTO-ZINC ETCHING,
DESIGNING FOR CATA- ~

LOGUES, SOUVENIRS,
ETC.
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THE

KNOX SHOE HOUSE.

Tennis and Bicycle Shoes a Specialty.

WESTER VILLE, OHIO.
- GO TO-

Dr. KEEPER, the Druggist,
-

~tation@ry, ~@l@ct

EVERYTHING GOOD TO EAT
AND AT T HE VERY LOWEST PRICES

FOR-

-at the-

Pure Drugs,
Fin@

REMEMBER THE P LACE.

Toil@t Articl@s,

Waters Provision Store !

S oa ps, Sponges, Brus hes, Perfume, Writing Tablets.

FINE G OODS.

FAIR PRICES.

0 . BEAVER,

The State Street Butcher

BEEF.

THI ·S
~~:.:~::::_~-~
--==-·--

Keeps constantly on
hand all kinds of

~ F~ESH

Come Early and Bring Your Basket.

-

®

--.....::::-

:::::~
-

I S-

M. H . STEWART
Who Clothes all
Otterbein Students.

Customer s Receive Polite and Prompt Attention.
WESTERVILLE , OHIO .

STUDENTS' LAUNDRY AGENCY

The Styles
are the latest,

WORK DONE BY

The Goods

Acme Star Laundry

are right.

The Prices

OF DAYTON, OHIO .

All W or k Guaranteed Strictly F irst-Class.

BASH & MARKLEY, Agents.

lowest.
5

S . STATE ST.
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WESTERVILLE-, OHIO, JUNE, 1896.

Fubli•hed the 20th of Each Month of the Coll ege Year.
E DtTORtAL ADDRESS :

Editor OTTERBEIN lEGIS, WESTERVILLE, OHIO~
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS :

Business Manager OTTERBEIN lEGIS, WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

·J. P. WEST, '97 .. .. .............. .... .. ........ ,.. Editor in Chief
J . W. STIVERSON, '97 ..... .. ... .'.. .. ...... ..... ... ... .. .. .. .. . Assistant
S. E. SHULL, '98 ... .. .. ... .... ..... . .. ... ...... ... .... Exchange Editor
0. W. BURTNER, '98 ...... ..... ........ ..... ... ..... . Alumna! Editor
D. I. LAMBERT, '97 .. .. .... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....... ........ . Local Editor
D. H. SENEFF, '97 ..... .. .... .. .... . ........ .. Business Manager
M. H. MATHEWS, '97 .......... .. ... .... .......... .. ... .. ...... Assistant
B. 0.' BARNES, '00.... .. ... .... .... .. ...... . ...... Subscription Agent
Subscription . so Cts. a Year in Advance.
Single Copies . 10 Cts.
Subscriptions will be continued un til the paper is ordered
stopped by the subscriber, and all arrearages paid .

[.Entered at post office, Westervill e, Ohio, as second-class mail m a tter.]

PHILOPHRONEAN PUBLISHING CO., PUBLISHERS.
BUCKEYE PRINTING CO., PRINTERS, Westerville, Ohio.

No.
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year beginning with this issue, the best in its
history. And there is no reason why it should
not be so. The paper has never been in better
condition. Its financial success is assured, the
subscription is the largest it has ever been, and
the number of its fri ends is constantly increasing.
As regards our p ~ede cessors too much praise
cannot be given them . They have shown
themselves to be. men of high literary merit and
of sound i;>usiness c'a pacity. We shall do our
best to fill their places well and beg the enthusiastic support of every friend of Otterbein.
Thus conspiring together we shall have the
happiest and most prospero~s year of the
OTTERBEIN lEGIS.

C

OMM E NCEMENT day for '96 is now his
tory and nineteen young men and women,
EDITORIAL.
the best and most congenial souls who ever pa.
raded the gravel walks of the campus, sang
H£ new board of editors in assuming their class yells, vexed the patience of the professors
l 1~
role of honor and responsibility for the or ·even wore gowns in Otterbein, have gone
coming year extends a kindliest greeting to out into practical life to win or lose some future
subscribers and friends everywhere and prays fortunes. We feel that the success of every
for their conservative consideration of our efforts member of this class is assured. There is not
in this n:ew and untried position.
one member in it who has not in some way or
To edit and manage a college paper success- oth ~r shown unusual ability and talent. They
fully is a momentous task. The eyes of faculty, have been uniformly kind and helpful; they
alumni and students are ever focused on every have injured no student. We shall miss them
page and column. Mercy is seldom .shown for here about these places of hallowed memory.
the mistakes and the poor, yet the best efforts In our society halls and the A ssociation meetof inexperienced ~ditors. Still there are always ings, on the athletic field, in class room and
very many who are indulgent and who know chorus, they have left permanent records of
how to speak kindly even of a weakness. faithful devotion to duty and constant effort to
Every rainbow has its colorings. So must make the most and best of th eir college life.
every college paper pass und er the torch of And now that they have carved their nam es in
various minds. It shall b e our constant pu r- our memory and gilded them there with their
pose and ambition to make the paper, fo r the love, let us hope that the future will mention

m
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them with high honor in whatever field of life
they live. Let it be said of them that their talents and learning were not wasted on selfish
and ignoble objects but used to promote the
moral good of their rac;:e, to extend the empire
of mind over the material world, to defend the
cause of civil and religious liberty against tyrants and ?igots, to protect the cause of virtue
and order against extremes of all divine and
human law, and at last let us hope that the
record of each may be written out and indelibly
impressed high upon the scroll of fame .
·
We hesitate awhile to say' 'good-bye" to them.
They linger long to enjoy the sweet silence and
solitude of these sacred walks, but time imperial will not wait and in a few days all must
separate. So with the best and kindest wishes
for their unbounded and unmeasurable success
we speak a last farewell to the class of '96.

toward making the school year of '96 and '97
the happiest and most memorable in the.
history of Otterbein. ·
m HE efforts of the lEGIS staff to make the
1 ~ May souvenir issue the best and most
popular of the year, were crowned with remarkable success, and too much praise cannot
be given Mr. Eschbach for his untiring zeal in
carrying out his plans. The edition was a
large one and no trouble was had in disposing
of every ex tra copy. However, the new staff
will not relax any effort to keep up the standard and to make every issue so interesting and
valuable that it will be regarded as a special
souvenir number .
J

EVENTS OF COMMENCEMENT WEEK.

mHE innovation of the senior class in having
1 ~ a representative on Commencement Day
instead of g ivin g a short address of their ow n,
called out very much comment both pro and
con, as to the advisability of such a departure.
Whatever may have been the weight of discussion before Commencement Day there was
but little said after the very interesting exercises and the magnificent address of Professor
Coulter, which was not in praise and commendation of the departure. It is to be hoped
that the plan will b eco me the permanent policy
of future classes, and that hereafter Otterbein
may keep step with other colleges of the
country in this respect as well as in all others.

HE forty-ninth commencement season at
Otterbein has come and gone.
In
many respects its history is the same as
bygone events of the same kind. The same
occasions were observed and in about the
same manner as heretofore.
But all commencements differ in the fact
that there are never the same people present,
and th at the center of attraction, the graduates, is always different.
The innovation
of the senior class in having a representative ,
was an entire success so far as the address was
concerned , and many who were formerly
opposed now seem reconciled to the change.
But it remains to be seen whether other classes
will follow.
E wish to call the attention of our readers·
There were a la rge number of visitors presto the report of th e semi-centennial ent, and th ere was general satisfaction excommittee to the trustees of the University, pressed on all sides with the worg of the school
which appears in another column.
Every during th e past year. We shall not attempt
friend and ad mirer of 0. U. shou ld read this to g iv e the names of all the visitors in
carefully and then do eve rythin g in his or h er attendance .
power to help carry out these plans and proGreat preparations are being ma?e to prop' posals. Next year bein g our sem i-centennial erly celebrate the great day next year, the
we should b e justly proud of our past record se mi -ce ntennial of the founding of th e college.
and should lend all our zeal and enthusiasm Let all the friends of the school everywhe~·e
J

W
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make arrangements to be on hand and participate. The detailed account of Commencement
Week here follows :

by about twenty-five of the ladies, Miss Daisy
Custer, '95, acting the part of the dreamer.
The session was a fine exhibition of the talent
COMMENCEMENT SESSIONS OF THE LITERAR.Y · and excellent work of the members.
SOCIETIES.
Philaiethean.

' On the evening of June 4, the commencement open session of the Philalethean Society
was given. The following program was given
in a very praiseworthy manner:
Philalethean Chorus ..... .... ... Evening Prayer in Brittany
Oration-The Aesthetic Faculty............... Grace Creamer
Piano Solo-Marcia Funebre ·o p. 26 ...............Beethoven
Lula Baker.
Invective-Thomas a' Becket ...... ......... ......... Anise Richer
Mandolin and Guitar Duet-Forest Flowers Waltz.Gou/d
Maude Barnes, Maude Ruth.
Address-The Mystic Seven ........................... Estella Hall
Satire-Music ............................................ Gertrude Scott
Vocal Solo-Amid the Flowers I Wander .......... Helmund
Eva Doty.
Oration-Equal Payment for Equal Work ....Anna Baker
Piano Trio-Husarenritt ............................ Fritz Spindler
Martha Newcomb, Edith Creamer, Marie Kemp.
Dream .............................................. ........... Helen Shauck
Addresses by Seniors.
Presentation of Diplomas.
Roll Call.
Philalethean Chorus .................................... .Jolly Winter
Adjournment.

At the close of the session the usual banquet
and reception were held in their own hall.
About one hundred and twenty-five participated
in the collation.
Cleiorhetean.

Those who attended the open session of the
Cleiorhetean Society on the even 'ng of June 4,
pronounced it a charming and unique entertainIt was announced as the Tennyson
ment.
session and the following program was rendered:
Music .. ... .. ............................ ............. ..... ... Cleiorhetea
Eulogy-Tennyson ..... ... ..........................Faith Linard
Music-Selected ........ ...... ... .......... Cleiorhetean Quartet
Review-Enoch Arden ......... .... .. ............Kathlyn Barnes
Vocal Solo-Persian Love Song ... .... ....... Alberta Fowler
Reading-The Quarrel.. .......................... .. . Viola Rogers
P iano Duet ..... .............. ..... .. ..... ...... L'Italiana in Algeri
Martha Roloson, Nettie Arnold.
Paraphrase ......... ..... ..... ............ .Vision of Fair Women
Piano Solo ............... ... ... ...... ...... ......... .. ..Faith Linard
Roll Call.
Piano Solo .. ................. ................. ............ Leona Bevis
Adjournment.

The Vision of Fair Women was pataphrased

Philomathean.

Those present at the open session of the
Philomathean Society, June 5, listened with
delight to the following program :
"Senegambia" March ......... ............................'.. Voelker
Philomathean Orchestra.
Chaplain's Address .. The Christian Endeav~r Movement
W. L. Barnes.
President's Valedictory ................ .... .. A Political Career
C. B. Stoner.
Inauguration of Officers.
Piano Solo-Liszt's Rhapsodie No. S ........... Miss Landis
President's Inaugura L .... ........... .. ..... The Peace Reform
W. E. Crites.
Quartet-The Forest Mill, Op. 96, No. 2 ...... V. E. Nessler
Philomathean Quartet.
Speculation-Occupation in Heaven ... ......'. .... ]. D. Riebel
Original Poem-A Dream ......... ...... ... ..........]. B. Gilbert
Instrumental Trio-Moonlight Dance ....... W. H. Crippen
Crippen Brothers.
Description .. •... ....... ... ......... ........ ... ..........]. E. Koepke
Danube Wave's Waltz .................. .................. Ivanovici
Orchestra.
Senior Farewells.
Presentation of Diplomas.
Roll Call.
Music{ba . In Absence, Op. 55, No.2 ...... ... ......... ...Buck
Proudly as the Eagle .... ..... ......... ........Spohr
Glee Club.
Adjournment.

Philophronean.

In the Philophronean hall June 5, the following program was rendered:
Music-Artillerist's Oath ....... . ........................... Adams
Glee Club.
Address of Retiring Critic ..... .... .... Nature-Its Influence
W. R. Rhoades.
President's Valedictory ............... The Mission of Genius
R. A. Longman.
Music-The Midshipmate ....... .... Philophronean Quartet
President's Ina ugural-Progress .. ................. .]. P. West
Piano Solo-Phanta si .................. ......... ............Haydn
Miss Faith Linard.
Essay-The World of Mind ............ ......... N. E. Cornetet
Music-Baritone Soloa. I Cannot Help Loving Thee •................]ohns
b. A Soldier's Song ................ ......... Mascheroni
F. J. Resler.
Oration-Triumph of Right ...... ............ ... D. I. Lambert
Cornet Solo-Phenomenal Polka................ Harry Schaff
Miss Minnie Brashares, Accompanist.
Presentation of Diploma s.
Brief Addresses b y Seniors.
Society Song by Mr. F . J. Resler and Glee Club.

I •
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Music-Estudia ntina ...... ...... ........ .... .......... .. ... L acom e
Glee Club.
Adjournment.

This society had eleven memb~rs in the class
_of '96, being the largest number ever graduated
from any one society of the university.
PR.ESIDENT' S R.ECEPTION.

S aturday evening, June 6 , the brilliantly
lighted lawn, the sweet strains of orchestral
music, and the fairy forms of the brightly
dressed ladies, intermingled with the more
somber costumes of the gentlemen, proclaimed
to the residents of South S tate street. that
President Sanders was giving his annual reception to the seniors and other invited g uests.
The well k nown hospitality of Dr. and Mrs.
Sanders and the quiet elegance of their entertainment are never better display ed than o n
this annual occasion of the senior reception.
The president h as the happy faculty of knowing how to enterta in, and the, polished t aste of
his cultured wife is no inconside rable element
in· his well deserved success. The large company present sp ent a most enjoyable evening.
BACCALAUR.EATE SER.MON.

Sunday, June 7, was a bright, invigorating
day. The chapel was beautiful with decorations for the baccalaureate seryices. At ro: I 5
a. m . the class of '96 wended its way up the
aisle, preceded by President Sanders. and was
seated in front of the rostrum. The orchestra
rendered a voluntary followed by the dox ology
and an invocation by Rev. N . D. Creamer. "God
is Our Refuge and Strength" was then sung by
a special band of singers. The congregation
sang "Before J ehovah's A wful Throne. " Rev.
M. H . Ambrose, '72, read the Scripture lesson
and prayer was offered by Rev. L. 0. Burtner.
After another hymn by the cong regation, D r.
Sanders gave a thoughtful sermon from Matt.
ro:39-"He that findeth his life shall lose it. "
Theme-Die to Live. The extract here printed
will give some idea of the truths contained in
the sermon.
The President commenced by saying, ''Life
is mysterious.
Life is wonderful.
Life is

powerful. If to stand and gaze in the infinite
azure staggers us, how much more incompre
hensible is life! Life is self-centered, self-active.
It has the power of spontaneous origination of
energy.
''Life is change. It is a movement from idea
to realization." At this juncture a number ~f
striking illustrations were given showing how
the movement is from idea to realization.
"\Nherever there is life there is a power that
presses against its environment, pushing outward and downward and upward, contending
with whatever stands between the living object
and the realization of its true nature. The
living object is at war with itself. The present
real self that is a bondage to its future ideal self
must be destroyed and upon its ruins rises the
ideal. All is in a flux. When this world shall
have served its purpose then there will be a
new earth. ' For we know,' says Paul, 'that
the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in
pain together until now,' and the grand result
will be world-births infinite in n~mber and
grand beyond comprehension.
"Nothing truly z"s till it is what it ought to
be and where there is unity between these two
the object is beautiful. Everywhere there is
the striving of the possible to become the
actual. The little fondling upon its mother's
knee must perish before the strong man that
she hopes him to be, can be. The child must
die that the man may live.
'• Death is not life but a condition of life.
Death and life go hand in hand. Complete
death is but the means of a complete life. Paul
says, 'Death is swallowed up in victory.' This
is to say, death is swallowed up of life and only
life remains. "
H ere the Dr. gave a terse, philosophic statement of the manner of growth in the spiritual
life. This is by a perpetual process of selfdenial.
In speaking of the powers of the
intellect, he said : "It is only because the
world is a world ot thought that we are able to
think it-to retrace the thought embodied in it.
Standing over against the soul is the world-its
other and larger self-for its discipline. Thu .s

OTTERBEJN AJGJS.
we widen our individuality by conquest of new
provinces alien to us. So'we become more and
more inclusive: By going' out of ourselves the
alien beeomes the common. Thus by losing
ourselves we may gain a world. As the soul
advances in culture, life becomes more and
more a definite object.
"Within each person is a duality of selves,
the lower and the higher. All the soul powers
must be brought into action. The whole problem of life consists in choosing the ideal worth
of the soul and adhering to this against any and
all other interests that may clamor for recognition . E very choice is one between our lower
and higher self. The one must die that the
other may have life. He that findeth his true
life must lose the life of to-day. · The one great
end of life is that the soul may attain unto its
destiny.
' 'Self-surrender, self-sacrifice is the law of
life. The whole universe is ready to let its life
flow into our lives to the extent we open to
receive it. With ·self surrender to our fellows
we gain our fellows; to the world, it gives
world-surrender to us; to God and· heaven
makes us one with God and heaven. ' He that
overcometh shall all things inherit.' "

9

then given by G. N . Bierce, of Dayton, chairman of the Y. M. C. A . state executive committee. He said: With all the grandeur of
the Columbian exposition, the most wonderful
thing about ·it was its architecture. He said
that in all good architecture four principles are
manifest; viz., Utility, Stability, Sincerity and
Beauty. These principles ought to be shown
in the achitecture of character building.
( 1) .
Is your life useful? Ye are God's
terpple. W e ought to live for the good we can
do and the happiness we can bestow upon
others.
(2). Is your life strong ? Be strong and
show thyself a man. No life can b e of benefit
unless it is strong, nor can · it be strong unless
it is founded on the rock Christ Jesus.
(3). Is your life sincere? This is an age of
much sham in religion and business.
(4). Is your life beautiful? Follow Christ
-the manliest of men-the most beautiful of
characters..
Following the address a quartet from the
Y. M. C. A . sang "Lead Kindly Light." The
congregation then sang the Association hymn
of both the Y. M. and Y. W . C. A.; viz,
"Blest Be the Tie tha:t Binds," and was dismissed by the president of the Y. M. C. A. ,

ANNIVERSARY OF THE CHRISTIAN ASSOCIA·
TIONS.

ART DEPARTMENT.

Notwithstanding the inclement weather of
the evening, the A ssociation anniversary was
well attended, and proved to be one of the
memorable occasions of commencement. The
services, held in the college chapel on Sunday
evening of. commencement week at 7, were conducted by Myrtle Irvin, president of the conjoint association. The cong regation opened
with "Coronation , " after which a mixed quartet from the two A ssociation,; sang ''Calvary.
Following this was the Scripture lesson,
read by Nellie Snavely, president of theY. W.
C. A . , after which prayet: was offered by D . I.
L ambert, president of the Y . M. C. A. A
q uartet of the Y. W. C. A . then sang, "He
Shall Reig n from Sea to Sea."
A very concise, plain and able address was

On Monday afternoon of commencement
week the Art department, under the direction
of Miss Sevier, was opened for the reception o (
visitors. R efreshments were served during the
afternoon and evening and many were th'e
friends of the pupils and those interested
in enchanting art who crowded into the
rooms eager to catch a glimpse of the beauties
within. Miss Sevier and h er assistants did
everything in their power to make their
visitors comfortable and happy .
The different kinds of work were nicely arranged
abq,ut the rooms so that the visitor could readily
note the progress m ade in the different departments. There was quite a display of decorated
china which attracted the eyes of all. The
works ip. oil, water color and crayon, many of

10
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which were from life, came in for their share of
praise and admiration. A great advance has
been made in the· life work over that of last
year and it is the intention of the department
to give still more attention to this part of the
work during next year. The work done by
each one in the class has been most commendable and if we had space we should be delighted
to speak of the many excellent pieces of each
one in detail.
There were a number of pieces, the work of
Miss Sevier, which attracted very much attention and comment. A portrait of John B.
Sevier, first governor of Tennessee, was especially admired. It was made for the state capitol and is a splendid piece of portrait work.
Too much praise cannot be given to the director and pupils of the art department for their
untiring efforts and the great progress shown in
the past year's work.
ANNIVERSARY OF LITERARY SOCIETIES.

This annual, joyous occasion took place in
the college chapel on the evening of June 8.
Each society was justly proud of its representative. The following is the program rendered
at that time:
II

II
II

'I

Music-Impromptu ....... .. ......... .... .... . .... . Bluemenschein
Miss Jessie Landis .
Invoca tion .................................. ........ Rev . D. R. M iller
P hilophro nean .. ......... .. .... .. .. .. ]. W . Clemmer, M . D., '74
Address-The Dua lity of Mind.
Music-The Artiller ist 's Oa th ... P hilophronean Glee Club
Cleiorhetea n .. .................................. .... Mrs. Fra nk L ee
Address-With the Tide.
Piano Duet-La Cazza Sa dra Overture .. .. ...... G. Rossini
Nettie Arnold, Faith Lina rd.
Philoma thean ........ . .. :.. .... .... P r of. Solo m o n Weimer, '78
Add ress-Colleges, West a nd E as t .
M usic-O olah Polka .. .. ....... .. .. .. .... .. ... ............... T o bani
Philomathean Orchestra.
Phila lethea n .... .. .. .. ...... .. Mrs. Sa r a h Thayer M ow ry, '77
Address-The Superior ity of t he In visible.
M usic- Fairv F oot st eps .... .... .. .. ......... ... ...... H ollaender
Phila lethean Cho rus.

COrtriENCEriENT RECITAL OF THE MUSIC
DEPARTriENT.

Prob ably no mu sical event of the y ear a ttracts more attenti on than the annu al comm e ncement recital of the Conse rvat ory of
Music; a nd this y ea r the la rger attendance, the

frequent former recitals, th e confidence that
both instructors in charge had wrought well·
the work assi g ned them, and had received
from their pupils the best response-all these
t e nded to increase the interest even above th at
of form e r years.
The recital is representative of the work of the conservatory and
as such appeals stro ng ly to those interested
in . the advancement of the pupils. Tuesday
evenin g's prog ram was charming, and each
performer is worthy of the highest praise.
The vocal depa rtme nt was represented in a
splendid list of selections, including a mixed
chorus. Their numbe rs were '• Frogs' Singing
School" a nd Blumenthal's " Gather Ye Rosebuds." Their work was superb . Solos were
sun g ,by Misses Anna Knapp, Alberta Fowler,
Eva D oty, Marg uerite Eby, Helen Sha uck,
and Martha Newcomb .
The program of the instrumental department
was vari ed and good throughout . Piano solos
were given by Misses Nettie Arnold, Mattie
Roloson , Mrs . F. J. Re sler, and Miss Edith
Creamer. Mi sses Effie Rich er, Edith Updegrave, Ma ry Wales, and Pearl Seeley rendered
a pi a no duo; as did also Misses Lula Baker,
Marie Kemp, Helen Shauck, and Mrs. F. J.
R esler.
SOCIETY BANQUETS.

The gentlemen's literary societies partook of
their annual banquet Tuesday evening of
commencement week.
After a bounteous
repast the toasts were taken up. In the fhilomathean hall 'A. C. Flick, '94, was toastmaster
and the program was as follows: ''Old Philomathea," Dr. Funkhouser,
'68, of Dayton ;
\
"Philomathea of To-day," J. B. Gilbert, '97;
"Philomathean Girls," R; C. Kumler, '94;
''Philomat;1ean Girls of Former Years, " }. A.
Weinland.
Dr. G. M. Mathews, class '70, of Dayton,
0 . , was master of ceremonies in the Philophronean hall.
Excellent music was interspersed .
The following toasts were given:
"Class of '96," F . S. Minshall , 'g6 ; "Otterbein
in Other Days, " Rev. M. S. Bovey, Petoskey,

;
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Mich.; "Philophronea as Repr_e sented Beyond
. the Sea," Rev. L. 0. Burtner, late missionary
in Africa; "Class of '95.'' J. C. BlackblJrn, '95·
CLASS DAY.

~GIS.

II

meetings to discuss the junior banquet with the
final vote not to banquet the seniors , this year.
W. H. Anderson closed this part of the program with a parody on the juniors.
The audience up to this time was convulse-d
with laughter. The second part of the program
was more serious and 'was rendered in a highly
creditable manner. The dramatic performance
of a scene from "The Merchant of Venice" was
very commend~ble. The characters in costume
were as follows: Duke, N. E. Cornetet; Shylock, J. E. Eschbach; Antonio, W. R. Rhoades;
Bassanio, F. 0. Clements; Gratiano, L. K.
Miller; N orissa, Katharine Thomas; Salarino,
J. M. Martin; Portia, Helen Shauck. · The
whole class then appeared on the stage in caps
and gowns to conclude the program. A male
quartet composed of E. E. Hostetler, W. L.
Richer, C. B. Stoner and W. R. Rhoades sang
a good selection. J. E. Eschbach followed
with the class history and Helen Shauck read
the class poem. The whole class then joined
in singing the class. song which concluded this
most excellent and successful Class Day exercise. The literary work was all original, and
all went ,away· well pleased and assured of the
ability of class '96.

Those who are most capable to judge say
that '96 gave the best and most interesting
Class Day that Otterbein has ever seen. It
was an unique combination of fun, ridicule,
satire, philosophy, music aRd drama.
At 1:30 p. m., Wednesday, the halls were
crowded with people eager to obtain a seat in
the college chapel when the doors should open.
By the time the program began every available
inch of space was occupied by people eager to
see and hear. Class yells followed each other
in rapid succession and a general uproar
furnished a noisy prelude to the performance.
The curtain stretched across the chapel in front
of the stage was covered with amusing illustrations and caricatures. This, as well as the
large four-page program, which was profusely
illustrated and contained uniquely composed
advertisements, proved that class '96 spared
neither time nor pains in their work, and that
they have some remarkable original talent.
W. L. Richer, the president of the class,
opened the exercises by a brief statement of
ALUrtNAL MEETING AND BANQUET.
the reasons for having the Class Day. They
wanted to recall some of the events of the past
Wednesday evening, June the 10th, was the
college year and also gratify the desire of date of the annual meeting of the Otterbein
friends and visitors to see them in literary Alumna! Association.
The reception and
work.
banquet was held in the Christian Association
The program consisted of two parts. Part building and was attended by almost one hunfirst consisted of burlesques on the 'different dred of 0. U.'s sons and daughters. The evenclasses and departments of the college. The ing was one of great pleasure and as some of
preparatory students were first represented in the graduating class expressed themselves,
their fifteen-cent banquet, with music and "took away some of the sorrow incident to
toasts. Then followed a parody on the preps, seperation from 0. U." Toasts were given
sung by W. L. Richer. The musical recital by R. C. Kumler, '94, who welcomed '96 into
under the direction of C. B. Stoner and Miss . alumna! ranks, with response from F. S.
Eva Doty was quite funny. The freshman Minshall, '96; Tirza L. Barnes, '85, C. M.
class was brought to notice in a parody on their Rogers, '77, of Columbus, Miss Mary Murray,
class song rendered by E. E. Hostetler. The '94, of Bryan, and Prof. W. ]. Zuck, '78.
"take-off" on the gymnasium received a hearty Judge John A. Shauck, '66, was toastmaster
encore. The juniors received the most atten- and interspersed the speeches with many a
tion in the reproduction of the ~unior class piece of wit and repartee. The Alumna! As-

(
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sociation now consists of 443 members, who at
this meeting agreed to assume $~oo of the
indebtedness and to raise it among its members.

II

man of power, of influence in the conditions
upon _which we are entering; and to discover
those constituent elements which, when brought
together, generate force. I would mention
COrlrlENCEMENT.
"1.
ENTHUSIASM. Tlds is the propulsive
The commencement just passed was undoubt- force. This possession is characteristic of fresh
edly the most satisfactory, most enjoyable, and youthfulnes; , untouched by sad experience;
prettiest ever witnessed by our friends and but it is purposeless, ·a passion that burns
visitors.
exuberantly but fitfully. Experience causes it
Never beiore did a rainy, unpleasant week either to vanish or to become that steady heat
give place to a: brighter, clearer day than June which makes the whole structure glow. The
I 1 and a most inspiring sight was it commence- enthusiasm that moves men is the steady glow.
ment morn to see parents, alumni and students There is an apparent enthusiasm which is irrawend their ways across the beautiful campus to tional and hence ineffective; bred of a morbid
the crowning exercises of the week.
nervous system, rather than love. Beware of it. ·
They poured in from every side and when the The enthusiasm which is content to work and
class took their places in chapel they were wait, and work again is that which presently
greeted by the representative crowd of Otter- generates influence.
bein past and present.
"2.
PREPARATION. A genuine enthusiasm
Not an unpleasant feature remained or could may be ill directed and so spend itself aimlessly.
even be foreshadowed and when, after prayer Leadership in all directions is passing more and
by Bishop Hott and music by the band, Prof. more int9 the hands of intellectually trained
Coulter, of tJ niversity of Chicago, arose to make people, for our problems are becoming too
his address the vast audience was all attention difficult for the untrained. While my special
and expectancy and well were they repaid. plea is for intellectual preparation, attention canNever before has an Otterbein assembly listened not be too frequently directed to the whole
to such an address, so helpful, so masterly, so structure of man-body, mind and spirit must
eloquent.
all be prepared. It is not a question of enough
The speaker from the first was in touch with intellectual training to serve some selfish purthe deeper, more power ful feelings of his aud- pose; it is a question of developing the greatest
ience and never once did 4is ad.dress fall to the amount of power.
commonplace or fail to find a responsive chord
"3. OBSERVATION. The man of power is
in his hearers.
also one who has cultivated the habit of obserA better address to a class and its friends vation and knows first-hand whereof he thinks
could not have been given and the graduate and speaks. Observation introduces 'the elewho failed to catch the in~piration of Prof. ments of knowledge aud practical sense. SoCoulter and thereby be the better and wiser has ciety is an organism subject to various diseases,
not found the deep, ever present current of a that are dreadful in their effects. To suggest a
collegiate training. It would be a pleasure to remedy demands an amount of careful observaus and we, are sure it would also be to our tion such as few possess. Men with power to
friends to publish the entire address but as space lead in our present conditions must know the
will not permit we give a few brief extracts:
situation, must have gained this knowledge by
"In view of the new conditions that are personal contact with facts, must be so keen of
before us, 9f the great necessity for multiply- observation that no current notion can pass for
ing leaders of sentiment, of the more numerous ultimate truth. Trained men should stand on
qualities these leaders must possess, I have mountain tops where the horizon is wide.
thought it useful to analyze the structure of the
"4· ADAPTATION. Nothing is more certain
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than that the world of thought and practice is
slqwly shif~ing its point of view. Institutions
and individuals must adapt themselves to the
new conditions. Rigidity to the old when the
new is upon us . means failure. The man of
force in the times before us is like a tree rooted
and grounded in all the truth the past has re- ·
vealed,, hut stretching out its branches and ever
renewed faliage to the moving air and sunbeam
and taking into its life the forces of to day.
"5· GROWTH. When there is special intellectual preparation for some life work, the danger ever present is that growth may be given
over entirely to that period, and that the stature
at graduation remain the stature throughou't
life. The best that formal education can do is
~o make self-education possible.
The transition
1 from outside direction is the crucial test of life,
the shock which destroys or invigorates. There
is no forceful life which does not predicate
growth, which does not add to its qualities of
enthusiasm, preparation, observation, adaptation, that continual increase of power which
lifts it like a mighty wave, higher and higher
with accumulating sweep and momentum, until
'ts rush and stroke become weil nigh resistless."
"The time has come for parting,
The old, old days are o'er,
And we who have so loved them
Can love them all no more."

The occasion was on<; that will never be forgott'en by the nineteen lives so soon to be forever broken, by the nineteen previous friendships never again to be as in days agone. The
sadness and loneliness was too apparent and
cast a shadow over the bright prospects of our
.fellow students. Not a few of the graduates·, as
they received their diplomas showed trace!> of a
long, last farewell. Those who comprised the
grand old class of '96 and who received their
degrees are as follows:
For the degree of A. B.-W. H. Anderson,
Lake Fork, "Patriotism and Philanthropy;"
Lula M. Baker, Westerville, "The Roman
Tragic Drama;" F. 0. Clements, Westerville,
''The Origin and Growth of the Modern Theories of Chemistry;" N. E. Cornetet, Hillsboro,
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''The Christian Church, Its Basic and Perpetual
Ministries;" C. R. Frankum, Dayton, Va.,
"Literature, a Reflection of Life;" J. M. Martin, Milford Center, "Altruism as a Principle
in Religion;" F. S. Minshall, Chatham, Ontario, "A Substantial Basis;" W. R. Rhoades,
Fostoria, "A Philosophy of RefQrm;" C. B.
Stoner, Sulphur Grove, "A Universal Language."
-For the degree of Ph. B -J. E. Eschbach,
Warsaw, Ind., "The Twelve Tables of Roman
Law;" E. E. Hostetler, Peru, Ind., "True
Conservatism;" W. L. Richer, Peru, Ind.,
''The Influence of Mathematics Upon Civilization;" W. R. Schrock, Westerville, "The M6·tion and Movements of Plants."
For the degree of B. L.-Eva B. Doty, Bowling Green, "Society of Imperial Rome;" R.
A. Longman, Germantown, ''The Origin of
Coal, Gas and Oil;" Ida Mauger, Ostrander,
"Sculptors of Life Are We;" L. K. Miller,
Cl·inton, "Civil Service Reform;" Helen C.
Shauck, Dayton, "Goethe and His Faust;"
Katharine Thomas, Johnstown, Pa., "Development of Art."
The afternoon feature of commencement day
was something new, nevertheless pleasant. It
was a reunion of everyone. All over the campus could be seen here and there small knots of
students, friends and visitors. The professor
was greeting his former student, the alumnus
his old classmate of years ago and friends were
renewiQg and recalling old friendships, pranks
and pleasures. The campus presented the
spectacle of a miniature metropolis and the
little Otterbein world was moving along with
joy arid music. Everybody was everybody's
friend and they all loved dear old Otterbein and
her social children.
CONCERT.

The crowning event of commencement week
was the concert given Thursday evening under
the auspices of the Davis Conservatory of
Music. The evening was all that could be desired. The thermometer did not 1 egister so
high a degree of temperature as has generally
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been experienced on that occasion and the aud- Clarinet Solo-Fourth Air Varie ....... .. ......... ........ Bender
Mr. Edgar L. Weinland.
ience was in a condition to enjoy a tare musical
Song-The Da isy .... ... .. .. ..... ... ............ ............... ...... Arditi
;- treat. All the performers were in a mood to
Miss Zorah E. Wheeler.
keep the audience free from disappoint'm ent. Piano Solo-Two Hung arian Da nces .. .... ... .. .. .... Brahms
Mr. Gustav Meyer. _
The names of Misses Creamer and Roloson,
S
{a.
Thy
Beaming
Eyes ...... ............ .. .... McDowell
Mrs. Resler and Prof. Meyer on the program
ong- b. The Windmill ........ ... ................ .... .. Temperley
insure,d satisfactory piano work.
Mr. Frank J. Resler.
Prof. Meyer appeared for the first time before Piano Duo-Fantasy from Meyerbeer's North Star,
Kullak
a Westerville audience as a soloist. He was
Mrs. F. T. Resler and Miss M a ttie Roloson.
warmly greeted, and executed two Hungarian Ladies Octet-Now is the Month of M aying ......... Strong
Dances in a way which evidenced his remarkMisses Sha uck , Doty , Fowler, Newcomb,
Seeley , Knapp, Good, Eby.
able skill on the piano.
Piano Duet-Op. 23, No. 6 .. ........ .'......... ........ Moskowski
E. L. Weinland can always reach the audMessrs. Edgar L . Weinla nd and Gustav Meyer.
ience through his clarinet. His rendering of Vocal Duet-Dews of the Summer Night.. ... Dudley Buck
Bender's Fourth Air Varie was very meritoMisses Susan K. Rike and Zora h E . Wheeler.
Piano Duo~Galop ... .. .. .. ...... ..... ..... ........ .. .. ....... Kowalski
rious.
Misses Edith Creamer, M attie Roloson,
Miss Rike convinced her Ot ~ erbein friends
Mrs. F. J. Resler, and Mr. Gustav Meyer.
that she has not forgotten how to sing. She Chorus of Mixed Voices-The Spring ................ Moderati
rende~ed "Margaret at the Spinning Wheel,"
TR.USTEES' R.EPOR.T.
'
by Schubert, and in response to an encore sang
v.· e, your committee to consider the celebra"Nellie Gray." The latter song comes with
peculiar ~weetness to a Westerville audience tion of the semi-centennial of Otterbein Unis'ince its honored composer (Havby) sleeps in versity, would submit the following report:
the cemetery near by.
I.
We recommend that the celebration be
Miss Wheeler .delighted her audience with styled the Semi-Centennial and Golden Jubilee
"The Daisy," and a catchy little love song of Otterbein University.
given in response to an encore. Miss Wheeler
2.
That in connection with the commencehas just closed a successful year's work of teach- ment exercises in 1897, one day be devoted ' to
ing voice in the Conservatory. She takes high the · proper celebration of the semi-centennial
rank as a teacher and soloist.
and the observance of the Golden Jubilee of
F. J. Resler has lived and sung ::tmong us the University, and we recommend that this
from childhood and is well known to all. His day be Wednesday of commencement week.
popularity increases with every song he sings. That on the forenoon of that day there be cenHis numbers· were "Thy Beaming Eyes" and tennial addresses provided, that in the afternoon
"The Windmill."
there be the largest possible number of class
The duet, "Dews o( the Summer Night," by reunions, and that the Alumnal Association be
Dudley Buck, rendered by Misses Wheeler and asked to occupy the evening with exercises
Rike, was one of the most ''taking" features of suitable to this celebration.
the program.
3· That there be an effort to secure the
The chorus for mixed voices, "Spring," largest possible attendance of alumni and
alumnae, of former students, of former teachers
closed the program.
The program in full was as follows :
. and professors, of present and former trustees
and of all friends and patrons of the university
'Piano Duo-Overture to William Teli.. ..... .. ........ Rossini
and that. at some suitable hour, as ,many
Misses Edith Creamer, Mattie Roloson,
Mrs. F. J. Resler, Mr. Gustav Meyer.
. possible of all these classes be gathered into a
_procession
for a semi-centennial .parade.
Song-Margaret at the Spinning Wheel.. ......... Schubert
4· That in order to make a large attend,a nce
Miss Susan K. Rike.

as
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possible we recommend that the commencement of 1897, either by extending the winter
or spring vacation, be put one we:: k later, so as
to occur on Thursday, June 17, instead of June
10 as in calendar in catalogue.
5. That all the co-operating conferences be
asked to provide, at their ne xt session for this
celebration by appointing some one to deliver
a semi-centennial educational address in connection with the educational meeting of the con~
ference of I 897.
6. That all the co-operating conferences be
asked to arrange for this semi centennial celebration on every charge in their bounds, at
some suitable time during the y ear, not later
than the month of May, 1897. That at these
celebrations the pastor or some one else make
an appropri- te educational address and that in
connection with this celebration there be an
effort !Osecure for the University an average of
not less tha n 2 5 cents per mem her in place of
the usual assessment. That every pastor who
shall secure such average shall report this fund
to the conference as full, and his name shall be
reported to the University to b e entered upon
a roll of honor to be preserved in the archives
of the University.
7· That the Prudential Committee of the
University be authorized to provide any lfterature deemed necessary and to take · general
direction of this celebration.
Respectfully
s ubmitted.
Co MMITTEE.
SCULPTORS OF LIFE ARE WE.
IDA MA UGER,

'96.

"Chisel in ha nd stood a sculpt or boy,
W ith his m arble block before him,
And his face lit up with a smile of j oy
As a n a ngel drea m p a ssed o'er him.
H e ca rved it then on the yielding stone,
Wit h m a ny a sh a rp incision ;
Wit h heaven 's own lig h t the sulpto r sh o ne ;
He had caug ht the angel v isio n.
"Sculptors of life a re we as we sta n d
W ith o ur souls uncarved before us,
W a iting t he hour, when a t God's comma nd,
Our life 's dr eam sha ll pa ss o'er us.

IS

If we ca rve it there o n the y ielding sto ne,
Wit h m a ny a sha rp incisio n ,
Its heavenly beauty sha ll be our own,
Our lives that a ng el vision."

0 live rightly is an art which is like a![
other arts. It must be learned and
practiced with incessant ca re.
The
' .
capacity alone is given us, while the making of
a complete and . beautiful life is a process
requiring time, skill, and wisdom.
There is something solemn and awful in the
thought, tha t there is not an act done or a
word uttered by a human b ein g , but carries
with it a train of conse,quences, the end o(
which we may never trace. Not one but to a
certain extent leaves its trace on our lives.
There is indeed ap essence of immortality in
the life of man even in this world. No indiv idual in the universe stands alone. He is a
component part of a syst em of mutual depende~ci es , a nd by his seve ral acts he either
increases or diminishes the sum of human good
now and forever.
This idea is powerfully
expressed by a noted writer in these words:
' ' Every atom impressed with good or ill r~tains
at once the motions which philosophers and
sages have imparted to it, mixed and combined
in ten thousand ways with a ll that is worthless
and base. The air itself is one vast library on
whose pages are _written forever ·an that man
has ever said or whispe red. There , in their
immutable and ' unerring characters, mixed
with the earliest as well as the latest sig hs of
mortality , st a nd forever recorded, vows unredeemed, promises unfulfilled, perpetuating i-n
the united movem ents of each particle, the
testim ony of man's changeful will. "
But if the air we breathe is the never faili'ng
histo ria n of the sentim e nts we have uttered,
earth, air , ocean are in like m a nner the etern al
witnesses of the acts we have done , the same
principle of th e equ ality of action and reaction·
a pplies to •them. No moti on imp ressed by
natural ca uses o r by hum a n agency is ever
oblite rat ed. If the Almighty sta mped on the
brow of the fi rst murde rer th e indelible a nd
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visible mark of his guilt, he has also established
laws by \\(hich every succeeding criminal is
not less irrevocably chained to the testimony
of his crime.
Human nature is mean and base, and it is
grand and sublime. Look all along the line
of history and you may see what kind of
. figures can be made out of clay like ours. The
history of the low and base shows what we
may become and without trying very hard
either', while the history of the noble and good
is a witness to the fact, that there is a forev.er
within ourselves that can uplift and ennoble .
We can bring out this latent good until it
arrives at a state of perfection that is admirable, or if we prefer, we can be too indolent
to improve our natural gifts . As the artist
has in his hands a piece of rude matter which
he is about to fashion to a certain shape, so
each man has his own fortune in his hands.
·· We are endowed with the ~onderful power of
self-determination and self-direction. We may
turn our thoughts into this channel cir that. It
may be for simple amusement, ·excifement,
instruction, or culture. We may propose to
ourselves definite ends and purposes, and, as
the true artist always sees the vision of beauty
which his hands are about to fashion, so we, as
sculptors of life, should hav~ a conception of a
better and more beautiful life and be animated
by a perfect ideal of manhood and womanhood. .
.
If he whose life ' is still before him, would
chisel and shape it into beauty; if he would not
be overcome by failure; he must realize how
great a thing it is to live. Made in the image
of G<?d and endowed with spirit natures like his,
we may well stand in awe at the thought that He
intended us to be like Himself, and that He
must have had in mind some great and grand
destiny for us. Then, certainly, no one has
the right to so busy himself with other things
as to put it out of his power to give time and
effort to that course of living which will help
himself and humanity to reach that intended
destiny.

If you knew that anxious, longing, and expectant eyes were turned toward you for help,
think you that you would rest until that work
was met? If a race waited in abject slavery
to be lifted from hopeless ignorance and degradation, think you that a Lincoln could rest
until he had carved out of the rough material
of unfavorable circumstances a condition of
life which might be noble and perhaps polished,
and which would materially affect the destiny
ofarace?
The wisdom of the past has been our inheritance. Former ages have left us experiences,
records of human ingenuity that affect us today, that enter into our lives, institutions and
customs. The Greek idea of beauty, the Roman idea of law, the Teutonic theory of freedom and Christ's teaching of love, have been
ours. As the present is rooted in the past and
the lives and deeds of past generatio ns to a
great extent influence uS', so are we contributing to form the condition and character of the
future. As fast as any great need of humanity appeals to the heart, , any truth or principle
requires assistance, an obligation is at once
created, which we, by no means, can repudiate
or reason away. It stands there, either to
welcome us to a higher life in its fulfillment, or
to reproach us for neglecting its rightful claims.
We of to-day, must cut away the forms and
masses of wickedness that are cursing the
nation. \Ve must satisfy the requirements of
a just moral law, and the reasonable demands
of au enlightened age. We must fight battles
' in the field of ignorance and sin until truth
wins the glorious victory,
When in meditation we look back over the
past we behold many beautiful scenes. Every
familiar object forms a pictu re in our memory
-the Qld ·homestead, the school, the college.
How beautiful are all these things to us now!
But they have passed. Perhaps we had no
id e a of the time, nor any thought of th e greatness cf its value, and yet we were being sculp tors of our own lives .and also leaving some
trace of our influence on the lives of others,
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Each day brought us under the play of innumerable little influences, which did their work
for good or ill. Many of the obstacles and
hardships which we had to encounter only
proved to be the chisel and mallet to shape our
lives into beauty. The drill and discipline at
times may not have been "so pleasant, but just
as the statue would have slept in the marble
forever, were it not for the blasting, the chiseling and the polishing, so our higher and
nobler selves would have remained forever
unknow.n in the rough quarries of our lives
but for the blasting of affliction and the chiseling of obstacles.
Y. W. C. A. NOTES.

The regular monthly missionary meeting,
May 19, consisted of a very interesting and
helpful Bible reading by Miss Guetner, and a
short talk on ''Our Heathen Sisters" by Mrs.
Shull. ~
Miss Nellie Snavely and Miss Alma Guetner
have been elected as delegates to the summer
school at Lake Geneva. The work of the
Association the past year has been quite successful and many very good and helpful meetings have been held.
A very interesting and instructive service
was arranged by the missionary committee, on
the evening of April 21st. The subject, ''Medical Missions," was tc;.ken up and treated in a
systematic way. Miss Lambert told of the
''Importance of Medical Missions," Miss
Snavely gave a talk on the "Needs of Medical
Service in the Foreign Field," and Miss Miller
gave some very encouraging remarks on ''What
is Being Accomplished by Medical Missionries."
May 26 Mrs. Frank Lee gave the Association
an instructive and impressive talk about the
''Salvation Lasses." She explained how they
were carrying out the two-fold command of
their Master, ''Thou shalt loye the Lord thy
God with all thy heart and thy neighbor as thy-
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self." The talk was full of feeling and aroused
a greater interest in the work of these girls than
the Association has had before.
At our meeting May 5th, Mrs. Whitney,
who has been attending' the Moody Bible Institute during the past year, gave us a very '
excellent account of the work done there and
the various ways by which the practical work
is carried out.
On the evening of April 25th the Y. W. C.
A. heid their fourteenth anniversary in the
society halls. The ·first hour an informal recep~
tion was given by the Association to their
friends. After this a very excellent program
W'lS rendered.
Miss Morrison gave a well p1 epared history of the Asscciation from its organization until the present time. Mrs. S. W.
Keister, of Dayton, gave an excellent address
on ''The Y. W. C. A. Girl After She Leaves
College," and Prof. F . E . Miller gave some
very practical remarks on "The Y. W. C. A.
Girl in College." Bi-shop Mills favored the
• Association with a short talk, which was appreciated by all. The program closed with a
ladies' quartet, "Message of the Heartsease,"
which is the state song of the Y. W . C. A. It
· might be interesting to note that the Association was organized in 1882 by Mr. Welder, and
that it was the first in the state and third in the
United State~>, also that it furnished the first
state secretary, Mrs. Prof. F . E . Miller.
Y. M.

c: A. NOTES.

Our association closes the year with splendid prospects, for the coming year.
Our Thursday evening meetin gs have all
been full of interest this term-very profitable
and hlepful. Much earnestness has been ma nifested by the boys in this line.
We were recently disappointed in not getting to hear Senator Garfield address our association, as was arranged, but trust we may
have th e opportunity of hearing him within
next school year. We were, however, favor-

,
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ed with a short, but pointed and stirring,
address by Mr. Perkins, secretary of the Columbus asso"ciation.
The hand book committee of the two associations has been very hard at work for a few
weeks, preparing the books for '96 and '97 .
The books are now in the hands of the printers·. 6oo have been ordered. Watch for their
new name.

ALUriNALS.

'88 was represented by Fred H. Rike, of
Dayton, and Miss Olive Morrison, of this place.
J. I. L. Resler, '76, of Altoom, Pa., spent
commencement week with his mother and many
friends . ·
Peter Monroe Camp, of Dayton, and Harry
J. Custer, of Johnstown, Ohio, held aloft the
banner of '90.

A very interesting meeting was held Thursday evening, June 4.
That being the last
The f~miliar ,faces of Dr. G. A. Funkhouser,
regular meeting of the year, it took somewhat '68, and Rev. G. M. Mathews, '70, of Dayton,
the form of a farewell meeting, and many earn- were frequently seen during the week just past.
est and touching words were dropped by thoseRev. M. H. Ambrose, of Palestine, Ill.,
leaving us for the last time. It was a meeting
represented class '72, and spent a very enjoylong to be remembered.
able time at 0. U. during commencement
At our last two regular cabinet meetings week.
we have discussed the advisability of starting'
'96 expects to reunite after a year of separaan association lecture course.
The assocition on the sacred grounds of dear 0. U. The
ations are certainly deserving of this duty,
lEGIS wishes this th~ graduating class the
honor and profit,
Other associations run
success that undoubtedly will come to it.
lecture courses, and by so doing, get better
into th~ graces of the people, make a suf'94 had the following members at its reunion:
ficiently handsome profit and relieve their Lawrence L. Barnard, James A. Barnes, Abbie
association of certain embarrassments which Geneva Cornell, A. C. Flick, W. A. Garst, L.
cumber us in the .way of association building A. Thompson, H. Lesbia Beardsley, Richard
furnishings, etc. It is true, custom has estab- Kumler, and Mary Murray.
lished a certain order of procedure, but when
Sixteen . or seventeen members of '95 held a
that order represents a certain inactivity it joyous reunion this commencement. This was
ought to be abolished.
due mainly to the fact that '95 has always been
Recently we received a booklet 6 x9 inches,
prepared by W. J. Frazier, secretary of the
Springfield association, and published by the
state Y. M . C. A. executive committee, entitled "Ohio buildings for Y. M. C. A. association," with the following dedication: To the
generous contributors whose liberality erected
these beautiful buildings and to those who
shall erect others, this booklet is respectfully
dedicated." It contains all the present, and
part of prospective buildings of Ohio. Of
course Otterbein's building, although much inferior to some of the city buildings, holds a
conspicious place amongst these.

closely identified with Westerville, nine of its
members being citizens of this place.
Class '92, had a kind of reunion altho no
effort was made to get the class together.
Thirteen out of twenty-six in number came
to6ether and decided that next year they would
make a determined effort to get the entire class
again at 0. U. Of the members from a distance
we noticed: H. Elsie Thompson, of Williamsport, Pa.; J. B. Bovey, of D~yton · G. D.
Gossard, of Dayton; Miss Lela Guitner, of
Dayton; L. B. Mumma, of Dayton; N. R.
Best, and Zelia Smith, of Columbus. Six members of the class reside at Westerville, namely,

OTTERBEIN AiGIS.
Annie Dell LeFever, Rudolph H. Wagoner,
Annie Leonie Scott, George L. Stoughton,
Lovisa May Andru s, and Ott9 Bishop Cornell.
Since next year will be such a great event in
Otterbein circles let all classes follow the example of '92, and endeavor to get together
next year.
Solomon Weimer, '78, is a successful teacher
in the Cleveland high school, and his views on
"Colleges, East and West," greatly delighted
his audience.
Dr. J . W. Clemmer, '74, whose interesting
address on the "Duality of Mind," was one of
the features of commencement week, is a leading physician of Columbus, 0., and a man
prominent in his profession and well known
along the lines of physiological psychology.
Class '91 undoubtedly is one of the most
loyal classes that ever graduated from Otterbein.
They always had besides, the most harmonious

of class spirit, and surely was an ideal class.
Tho small in numbers, they make up for it in
enthusiasm and loyalty. Only one-half of the
class was present but you could easily imagine
they numbered forty to hear them yell. Irvin
G . Kumler, of Dayton; B. V . Leas, of Delaware; Cora E . Scott, of Sater; E. D. Resler
and E. L. W einland, both of Westerville, were .
the members present at this commencement.
LOCALS.

The training on the athletic grounds of late
has been commendable indeed. If training '
had been begun earlier in the year, we might
have had mor~ state medals .
The first annual state meet of the Ohio
College Athletic Association was held in
Llewellyn Park, Saturday , June 6.
Much
spint was manifested throughout the contest.
Otterbein was successful enough to carry off

RIDENOUR & MORGAN,
Leading Men's Hatters
and Outfitters.
Sole Agents KNOX WORLD-RENOWNED HATS.
New Goods of Latest Des,igns.

167

N. High Street,

(Special Rates to ·Students.)

CoLUMBus, OHIO.

M. H. STEWART, Agent, Westerville,
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three medals-two gold and one silver. Otterbein will have more next year.
The baseball game between Hiram and
Otterbein on Friday, June 5, resulted in a
defeat for our boys. The score was 6 to 3,
but the playing on both sides was quite, interesting. The rainy weather made it necessary
to recall some other games that were arranged.
A number of students have identified themselves with book publishing houses for the
summer vacation, and are now going from
house to house occasionally taking an order
for a book and very frequently leaving an order
with the nearest tailor for repairs made neces~ary by the coming in contact with ~he sha_rp
teeth of "Old Towser."
On June 6 the state meet of the Ohio Intercollegiate Athletic association was held at
Llewellyn Driving Parle · The colleges contesting were Denison, Kenyon, Miami, Oberlin, Ohio State, Ohio Wesleyan, Otterbein,
University of Cincinnati, and Wittenberg.

Oberlin won first place with 48 points to her
credit; 0. S. U. second 'with 20.73'; Miami
third with 19; Otterbein fourth with 12; University of Cincinnati fifth with 7; Wittenberg
sixth with 4; Denison seventh with 1 1-3;
Ohio Wesleyan University eighth with 1.
For Otterbein Cockrell, '97, won the shotput with 34ft. 1I 76 inches; Hostetler, ~96, the
pole-vault, height 9 feet 7 76 inches, with
Teter, '98, second. We participated in nearly
all the events, but did not get a place except
in the two mentioned. We have good materi<il, and with regular systematic practice,
ought to be able to take a better place next
year.

fL w. JoNEs,

* Physici~n
Office and Residence
on College Avenue:

m. D.,
~<I Sur~eon.

WESTERVILLE, 0.
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-COLUMBUS TAILORING
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~
Largest Stock in the City.
Suits to Measure, $I 6, $I 8,
Fit and Work First-Class.
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Cotrell & Leonard,

RAILWAY

ALBANY, N.Y.

I

•

Cleveland,
Akron and
Columbus

BUREAU OF ACADEMIC COSTUME.

·I
.,
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CAPS, GOWNS AND HOODS.
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Illustrated Manual, Samples , &ll., upon request.
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tDai!y except Sunday. !Flag Stop

I Meals. L Lunch •

..-where no time is given trains do not stop.
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C. F. DAL.V ,

FURNISHED ICE CREAM PARLORS UPSTAIRS.
OPEN EVERY DAY AND EVENING EXCEPT SUNDAY.

Gen 'l P8118. All' I, CLliVKLAND,

H. C. PARKER.
Gen'l Trallio )(gi., Inilianapolls, Ind.
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OF COLUMBUS, IS
REPRESENTED I N WESTERVILLE BY

]. H. BOWERS.
All work collected and returned on Fridays free of charge
and done up at the usual rates. Work collected west of State
street on Monday aftern oon, and on State street and east of
that street o n Tuesday fo renoon.
N. B.: Leave your bundle outside your door Mondays
and it will be collected and returned t o you Fridays.

MEN'S SUITS
STEAM OR DRY

CLEANED

When You Want
FINE PHOTOGRAPHS go to

rlulligan
Bro.s.,

~

SPECIAL CL UB R ATES TO STUDENTS.

Get up a CLUB, and secure Rates.
All Work Fmished First-Class at our
Permanent Headquarters.

ThGJ PfGJifGJr & Mulligan Bros. Art gaHGJry,
262 and 264 South High Street,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.
ltif"WESTERVILLE BRANCH OPEN EVERY THURSDAY.

$1.50.
Our Work Guaranteed as good, if not
better than you will get elsewhere
at any price.

Bryson's Steam Dye Worl\s,
17 WEST SPRING STREET,

OPP. CHITTENDEN HOTEL,

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

ESTABLISHED IN 1884.
POSITIONS FILLED, 4,000.

101 THE AUDITORIUM

BUIL.DING,

CHICACO.

Seeks Teachers who are ambitious for ad van cement rather than those without positions.

•

I

ESTABLISHED 1875,

W A~D B~OTitHE~S, General Steamship Agents and Railroad Ticket Brokers.
Tourist Tickets to and from all parts of the world. Lowest Rates.
272 NORTH

Clinton

HIGH STREET,

Blo ck.

Columbus, Ohio.

- HEADQUARTERS FOR-

CARPETS, CURTAINS,

Z. L. WHITE & CO.

Dry Goods,

DRAPERIES AND RUGS.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE RESIDENCES, AND INSTITUTIONS.

ro2 and 104

filavid C. Beggs i ;o.
34, 36 & 38 NORTH HIGH ST.,

C O L U M BUS , OHIO.

Wholesalers.

®

®

Retailers.

The Cleveland University
of Medicine and Surgery,
(Formerly Cleveland H:-.mceopathic Hospital College.)

Mainta in s th e Hig he s t Sta ndard of Medica l
a nd D e nta l Edu catio n.
IN I TS 48th YEAR.
OVER 1600 GRAD UATES.
CLINICAL ADVANTAGES UNRIVALLED.

N. High St.,

COLUMBUS, 0.

RESTAURANT.
Hot Meals and Lunch at all hours.
_ _ _ _ OYSTERS in all s tyles.
FRESH CANDIES.

The Best of Soft Drinks always on hand.

W. D. Beddow, Proprietor,
WESTERVILLE, 0.

Corner State and Home Streets,

No Guesswork
About Columbias
The Department of
Tests of the Pope
Manufacturing Company, with its Emery .
Testing Machine of
JOO,OOO lbs. capacity,
has no superior, even
among the Government testing stations.
Expert Engineers and Metallurgists w atch
everything that enters into Columbia construction. T here are no untried devices in
the Columbia. That is w hy ~ ~ ~ .Jf. .Jf.

Columbia Bicycles
are

Standard of the World

For informa t ion address
Art Ca t alog ue of

DUDL EY SMITH , M.D., Asst. Registrar,
62 Huron St., CL EVELAND, OHIO.

fifty pages for

t wo 2-c ent
stamps.

POPE MFG. CO.
.;!.

.;!.

Hartford, Conn.

"'

.

'

lJ. B. Publishing House,

JF

W. J. SHUEY,

Agt;~t,

DAYTON, OHIO .

Lazarus' was not the best place to trade, w h y
do so many people tra de there?

ST UDENTS will find a full li ne of

Text= Books,
Reference Books

. THINK ~
of anything you need, that any other .sto re has
for sale, t hen come her e a nd get the same
qua lity fo r less m o ney. That 's w here o ur
largeness helps you.

- AND-

STANDARD WORK S OF GENERAL LITERATURE
Constantly in Stock.

Special Prices on Books for Libraries.

LAZARUS,_
· High and Town Sts.

-SEND FOR PR ICES ON-

THE

COLUMBUS.

INTERNATIONAL
FINE

PR I NT I~JG,

BIBLES,

.

BINDI NG AND ELECTROTYPING.

STUDENTS'

STUDENTS'

BOOK STORE .

HEADQUARTERS

- CARRIES A FULL LI NE OF-

-AT-

Books,

Bibles,

Fountain Pens, Pencils,
INK, GAMES.
All Co llege Te xt-Books o rdered un der directi on o f th e
pro fessors. t11crefo re we alwJy s have t he r ight book and
proper editi o n.

J. W. MARK.LEY'S

Department
Grocery.

• • •

'

J. L. rlORRJSON,
Weyant B lock,

VV est e r v ille, 0 .

Agents for the Best Laundry in Central Ohio.

